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Accelerating Development Velocity Using Docker: Docker Across MicroservicesApress, 2018

	
		Discover how a software engineer can leverage Docker in order to expedite development velocity. This book focuses on the fundamental concepts this program is built upon and explores how it can help you get your services up and running inside Docker containers. You'll also review tips on how to debug microservices applications...
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Crystal Clear : A Human-Powered Methodology for Small Teams (Agile Software Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2004
Carefully researched over ten years and eagerly anticipated by the agile community, Crystal Clear: A Human-Powered Methodology for Small Teams is a lucid and practical introduction to running a successful agile project in your organization. Each chapter illuminates a different important aspect of...
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Pragmatic Unit Testing in C# with NUnit, 2nd EditionPragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
The NIST estimates that poor testing costs the US economy $60 billion annually. This book gives teams straightforward and proven ways to introduce unit testing into their process, resulting in higher quality and fewer bugs.
 All over the world, software teams are using unit testing both to verify their code and as a way of helping them design...
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Agile CoachingPragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
To lead change, you need to expand your toolkit, and this book gives you the tools you need to make the transition from agile practitioner to agile coach.  
  
  Agile Coaching is all about working with people to create great agile teams. You'll learn how to build a team that produces great software and has fun doing it. In the...
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Testing SAP R/3: A Manager's Step-by-Step GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Destined to become your essential SAP R/3 desktop reference  

 Testing SAP R/3: A Manager′s Step–by–Step Guide demystifies this powerful software to enable professionals to implement a disciplined, efficient, and proven approach for testing SAP R/3. Providing much needed industry guidance for...
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Microservices with Docker on Microsoft Azure (includes Content Update Program) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology)Addison Wesley, 2016

	Book + Content Update Program

	

	“Beyond just describing the basics, this book dives into best practices every aspiring microservices developer or architect should know.”

	—Foreword by Corey Sanders, Partner Director of Program Management, Azure

	

	Microservice-based...
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The Physics of RugbyNottingham University Press, 2009
This book began three decades ago, on a cold Saturday morning in early September. That was when I pulled on for the first time the scarlet jersey of Icknield, a high school named for a fierce tribe of Britons, the Iceni, who under their warrior queen Boadicea inflicted several heavy defeats upon the Romans. Our opponents that morning were from the...
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Mastering Autodesk Inventor and Autodesk Inventor LT 2011Sybex, 2010

	Autodesk Inventor was introduced in 1999 as an ambitious 3D parametric modeler based not on
	the familiar AutoCAD programming architecture but instead on a separate foundation that would
	provide the room needed to grow into the fully featured modeler it is now, a decade later. Inventor
	2011 continues the development of Inventor with...
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Multi-Disciplinary Advancement in Open Source Software and ProcessesIGI Global, 2011


	In the last years, free and open source software, i.e. software under a license that grants several rights like

	free redistribution to the user, has become more and more important, with this importance now stretching

	beyond the mere use of well-known projects in both private and commercial settings (Fitzgerald,

	2006; von Krogh and...
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The Rails Way (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
The expert guide to building Ruby on Rails applications 
 

Ruby on Rails strips complexity from the development process, enabling professional developers to focus on what matters most: delivering business value. Now, for the first time, there’s a comprehensive,...
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Git for Teams: A User-Centered Approach to Creating Efficient Workflows in GitO'Reilly, 2015

	
		You can do more with Git than just build software. This practical guide delivers a unique people-first approach to version control that also explains how using Git as a focal point can help your team work better together. You’ll learn how to plan and pursue a Git workflow that not only ensures that you accomplish project goals,...
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Practical Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager for DevelopersApress, 2015

	Whether you’re a marketer with development skills or a full-on web developer/analyst, Practical Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager for Developers shows you how to implement Google Analytics using Google Tag Manager to jumpstart your web analytics measurement.


	There’s a reason that so many...
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